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Phoenix theatre laurel park movie times

Many things feel insecure right now, but even in these strange times of self-isolation, the seasons are reassuring constant. In other words, summer is coming! And while the season of balmy days and short nights can last only a few months – depending on where you accidentally live – summer memories
last forever. And if the wait just seems unbearably long right now, the good news is that there are plenty of iconic movies out there to bring out the sweet summer vibes. From all-American barbecues to luxurious Italian villas in Catskills resorts, these 30 gems will make you feel like summer is already here.
Advertising - Continue reading Below Way Back, 2013 This Sundance hit offers everything you might want from a coming-of-age movie after a shy 14-year-old boy tries to survive a summer vacation with his neglected mother (Toni Collette) and her emotionally abusive husband. Fortunately, a majority of
supporting players, including Sam Rockwell and Maya Rudolph, are on hand to help him out. See now The Talented Mr. Ripley, 1999 Anthony Minghella's gorgeous, black-hearted adaptation of Patricia Highsmith's novel is one of the best thrillers of all time, and its sun-drenched Italian vistas belie the
darkness of its story. Matt Damon stars as the eponymous Ripley, a chameleonic conman whose obsession with Jude Law's wealthy playboy becomes deadly. Look now at Grease, the 1978 Summer lovin', you have a blast with a rewatch of this perennial musical fave, based on the 1971 Broadway show



of the same name. Set in a fictional high school in the summer of 1958, Grease follows an ensemble of teens led by good girl Sandy (Olivia Newton-John) and greaser Danny Zuko (John Travolta), whose supposed summer fling becomes more complicated after they unexpectedly wind up at the same
school. Look now At Clueless, 1995 Amy Heckerling's razor-ship and winsome modernization of Jane Austen's Emma only gets better and better with age, as does Alicia Silverstone's lightning-in-a-bottle performance of Cher Horowitz, cinema's most popular girl. While the film technically takes place over
several seasons, this Beverly Hills setting makes the whole vibe deeply summery. Look now jaws, the 1975 Steven Spielberg beloved shark thriller hardly needs an introduction. A blissful summer in a quiet resort town has been shattered by the threat of a killer shark, forcing the police chief (Roy
Scheider) to work with a marine biologist (Richard Dreyfuss) and a shark hunter (Robert Shaw) to stop the bloodshed. Watch Now Dirty Dancing, 1987 There are few more iconic scenes in cinema than a jada at the end of this summer's classic, in which Jennifer Grey's Baby and her dance teacher slash
the age-inappropriate love interest of Johnny Castle (Patrick Swayze) finally perform in the elevator. The rest of the movie, from the idyllic Catskills setting to a surprisingly front-of-its-time abortion storyline, holds up just as well. WATCH NOW Caddyshack, 1980 If you like your summer movies Dash
sports, you want to check out a movie on ESPN once called perhaps the funniest sports movie ever made. Caddyshack follows a series of comedic events at an exclusive purpose club where staff-including downtrodden teen Danny ((Michael O'Keefe) - must contend with the quirks of his wealthy, weird
clients. Watch now Ferris Bueller's Day Off, 1986 This witty classic may be the final John Hughes movie. No summer film binge would be complete without a dose of Matthew Broderick as an OG slacker, Ferris, whose fourth wall-breaking antics are barely aged in a day. Watch now Stand By Me, 1986
Although it's based on a Stephen King novella, this come-from-age classic is wistful and emotionally exciting, not scary. Wil Wheaton, River Phoenix, Corey Feldman and Jerry O'Connell star as four young boys who set out to look for a corpse that is rumored to have been spotted near his Oregon town.
Watch Now Weekend at Bernie's, 1989 Another objectively iconic American comedy that takes place in the summer, Weekend at Bernie's follows two rookie corporate employees who make the alarming discovery that their boss is dead just as they arrive at their beachhouse for a weekend getaway. Their
attempts to give Bernie (Terry Kiser) away because they're still alive are just the tip of the iceberg of ridiculous, hilarious comedy. Watch Now Do The Right Thing, 1989 Spike Lee's vivid and vivid masterpiece is a fixture on the Best Movies of All Time lists. The oppressive heat of a summer's day in
Brooklyn, New York is central to the movie's atmosphere, which depicts a long simmering racial tensions exploding in violence. Look now at Point Break, 1991 Patrick Swayze makes another strong showing on this list, an unforgettable role for the bad boy surfer Bodhi. One of Katherine Bigelow's earliest
hits, the film stars Keanu Reeves as an FBI agent who goes undercover with a gang of surfers who are also bank robbers (just go with it, trust us), and develops a complicated relationship with Bodhi.WATCH NOW Adventureland, 2009 One of the many coming-of-age classics on this list, Adventureland
follows a recent college grad whose dream of Europe has been cancelled. While running a local amusement park in his town seems like a bad consolation prize, it ends up finding a sense of belonging and romance with Kristen Stewart's fellow park worker. WATCH NOW Summertime, 1955 One of the
lesser-celebrated images of seminal filmmaker David Lean, Summertime stars Katharine Hepburn as an unhappy-in-love woman who is drawn to a whirlwind romance while on a Venice getaway. Hepburn is captivating, and while dated in places technicolor romance is irresistible. Look now at American
Graffiti, the 1973 film George Lucas made before Star Wars is a classic in its own right, telling the story of a group of California teens through a series of vignettes set during one night. Watch out for young Harrison Ford for his breakout role in the wisecracking Bob Falfa. NOW Wet Hot American Summer,
2001 If you feel nostalgic for summer camp, look no further than Wet Hot American Summer, which is both a satirical spoof of teen sex comedies and a legitimately great teen movie. With an A-list cast that includes Paul Rudd, Molly Shannon and Christopher Meloni, there's good reason why this film has
spawned a cult post-and-Netflix revival series a few years ago. WATCH NOW Little Miss Sunshine, 2006 Nothing says summer like a really great road trip movie and this near-perfect indie comedy from the beginning of the aughts is one of the best out there. Young Abigail Breslin stars as Olive, a little girl
who dreams of being a beauty queen, and convinces her entire family - played by an all-star cast of character actresses Toni Collette, Steve Carrell, Greg Kinnear, Alan Arkin and Paul Dano - to travel to New Mexico from California to take part in the competition. WATCH NOW Independence Day, the
1996 Action movies and summer go together like peanut butter and jelly, and this 1996 alien invasion classic may be the ultimate summer blockbuster. Starring a formidable ensemble including Will Smith, Bill Pullman and Jeff Goldblum, the movie chronicles Earth's response to a devastating alien attack,
all leading up to a counterstrike that falls-naturally-on July 4.WATCH NOW The Goonies, 1985 This beloved classic follows a group of kids who are set to save their house from foreclosure, and finally a thrilling treasure hunt through their neighborhood in Oregon. Fools! Never! Say! Die! Look now I know
what you did last summer, 1997 a fine spooky summer choice, this slasher movie stars a real slew of Nineties favorites including Jennifer Love Hewitt, Sarah Michelle Gellar, Freddie Prinze Jr. and Ryan Phillippe. The quartet play friends who are haunted by a hook-wielding murderer, one year after a car
accident in which they accidentally killed a man, and covered it up. Spoiler: I shouldn't have done it. Look now at Parent Trap, 1961 While Lindsay Lohan's remake of 1998 is a strong contender, the original Disney film is just as much fun. After a casual meeting, two identical twins (Hayley Mills) who have
been raised separately without knowing each other's exchange identities to try to persuade their estranged parents to reunite. Look Now Something Must Give, 2003 This delightful Nancy Meyers rom-com stars Jack Nicholson and Diane Keaton as two older singles who fall on each other despite their
apparent differences. Now look at How Bob?, 1991's great nightmare holiday movie, What about Bob? stars Bill Murray as a needy psychiatric patient who follows his egotistical psychiatrist Dr. Marvin (Richard Dreyfuss) on vacation. Even worse-he gets great with Marvin's whole family. WATCH NOW
River Wild, 1994 This adventure thriller stars Meryl Streep and David Strathairn as a bickering couple whose whitewater rafting trip with their children takes a dramatic turn when they encounter two (Kevin Bacon and John C. Reilly). Look now at Dazed and Confused, 1993 One of Richard Linklater's
earliest offerings, this mellow 1970 coming-of-age comedy follows a sprawling ensemble of Texas teens out during their last school day. Ben Affleck and Cole Hauser are among the future stars who will appear, while Matthew McConaughey becomes an early iconic performance of David I'm Getting
Older, They Remain the Same Age as Wooderson. SEE NOW Sisterhood Of Travel Pants, 2005 Carmen (America Ferrera), Tibby (Amber Tamblyn), Bridget (Blake Lively) and Lena (Alexis Bledel) are an integral group of teen BFFs about to spend their first summer apart. They hatch a plan to be tied
together, sharing a pair of used jeans that magically fit all four. A heartwarming and true portrait of changing friendships among young women. Watch Now Endless Summer, 1966 One of the first and greatest surfing movies, Endless Summer follows two surfers as they travel the world discovering new
surf spots. As the title suggests, they are essentially chasing summers around the world, crossing the bivalve globe in pursuit of surf-friendly weather. Look now Call Me By Your Name, 2017 Another entry in the Luscious Italian Vistas category, this Oscar nominee a few years ago also tells a proud and
heartbreaking love story between 17-year-old Elio (Timothée Chalamet) and an older student (Armie Hammer) who is staying with his family in the summer. Look now forgetting Sarah Marshall, 2008 Jason Segel stars in this charming rom-com as a down-on-his-luck magician (is there any other kind?)
who tries to get over the breakup by taking a trip to Hawaii. Naturally, her ex (played by then-relative newcomer Kristen Bell) is also there with her new rockstar beau (Russell Brand) and hijinks ensue. Look now at Sandlot, 1993 Another perfect summer sports movie, Sandlot says a touching come-of-age
story centered around Little League baseball. Shy fifth-grade Scotty (Tom Guiry) initially has a hard time making friends in his new city, but will soon be taken into account by the times of the local baseball team. SEE NOW This content has been created and maintained by a third party and imported into
this page to help users submit their email addresses. For more information about this and similar content, piano.io piano.io
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